
 

 

 

PEP Sales 

Do you spend too much time on administration and reports? Do you manage to call back 
all the customers you promised? Would you like to put more time into sales work proper, 
spending more time with clients and generating more quotes? If so, this is the course for 
you! 
 
This program helps you free up your time for the important tasks – and spend more 
time actually selling. 

 

It’s done by giving you incisive planning tools, the ability to effortlessly structure your 
workload - and the ability to make faster decisions. 

 

This session will help you reach your sales targets faster, with better control and with 

less stress. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 
“Sales PEP” training is carried out in your own workplace, where you get both the theory 
and lots of practical exercises. You’ll each receive one-to-one coaching, plus follow-up. 
You'll start to see results from the very first day! 
 
 
The program is delivered in-group sizes of 12-15 participants. 

 

By using a questionnaire, we create a profile of your current work situation for you so 
that we can take care of your individual requirements. 

 

TIME REQUIRED 
 
3 whole days with intervals of 4-6 weeks between each day 
 
 
Step 1  

 You get a full understanding of procrastination patterns and the methods to 
erase them  

 You’ll learn to make decisions using the  

 “Do-it-now” principle 

 Managing your e-mail to free up time and take back control of your inbox  

 You’ll learn to structure your work to manage the continual flow of information 
and tasks – effortlessly, the best computer file structures for you  

 We’ll draw up a complete PEP personal development plan with you  
 
Step 2 

 Planning systems that put sales work first  

 Managing and eliminating “time wasters”  

 A prioritization model to get the right things completed on time, so you 
achieve all your objectives  

 



 

 

 The weekly planning system to ensure you don't take work home with you, 
using your calendar as a planning tool  

 Action plans for making the larger tasks easy to manage and managing your 
Calendar for the biggest payback  

 Follow-up of your PEP personal development plan  
 
Step 3 
 

 A short review tailored to your particular requirements  

 Focus on one-to-one coaching and follow- up  

 Follow-up of your personal PEP development plan  

 Quality assurance and evaluation  
 


